Gallito

Gallito Limited is a member of the DCS Group of companies
The DCS Group is a leading supplier of high technology products and services for dust and fume control, product
finishing, and business software systems and consultancy. Industries served are many and varied and include
virtually all types of industrial processes where air quality requires controlling.
DCS Group companies include:
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CRM
OptimalCRM
Dust Control Systems Ltd

Ecogate Limited

Optimal CRM Limited

Dust Control Systems has many
years experience in solving dust and
fume problems and today is
recognised as an industry leader.
The company has an established
reputation as a solutions and
service provider and has exclusive
distributor arrangements with a
number of major international filter
manufacturers.

Ecogate Limited is the UK’s
exclusive distributor for the world’s
leading energy-saving extraction
optimisation products and systems.
Developed by California-based
Ecogate Inc., an Ecogate extractionon-demand system can reduce
electricity bills by as much as 80%
and will typically pay for itself in
less than two years.

Involved in CRM business since the
concept became a standard, and with
a wealth of experience across all
industries from single user to FTSE100, Optimal CRM deliver solutions
that meet the evolving needs of a
business. Microsoft software and
systems specialists, the company
offers project management,
consultancy, training and support.

www.DCSlimited.co.uk

www.ecogate.co.uk

www.optimalCRM.co.uk

Spray Booths and
Drying Systems
for furniture and joinery production

Gallito
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Tel: +44 (0)1937 844698

Email: info@gallito.co.uk

www.gallito.co.uk

www.gallito.co.uk

A Solution for all your product
finishing needs
At Gallito Ltd, we have been designing,
manufacturing and installing product
finishing systems for the joinery and
furniture industry since 1976.
Today, we offer advanced, cost-effective
solutions and our capability extends from
standard spray booths and ovens, through
to complete finishing systems.

We manufacture an extensive range of
standard and bespoke dry-filter and
water-wash spray booths, ovens and curing
systems, as well as offering complete systems
which can include pre-treatment, portable
extraction, turntables and component
conveyor systems.

Dry Filter Spray Booths

Water Wash Spray Booths

Box and Tunnel Ovens

Pre-Treatment Systems

Infrared Cure Systems

Paint Kitchens

With unparalleled build quality,
employing only the highest grade
materials, Gallito booths feature
galvanised panels which are cut to
size on a CNC laser cutter, then
folded and formed to give a perfect
fit. A floor is included in the
extraction chamber for improved air
flow and to aid cleaning. Available
with a full range of compliant
exhaust ducting and a choice of
filter media, they can be supplied
with either axial or centrifugal fans.

Our pump and nozzle type Water
Wash Spray Booths are
manufactured to exacting standards,
and include fully-welded and
flanged tanks for extended working
life. A ‘full booth width’ pre-filter
prevents contaminants reaching the
pump and nozzles, and large bore
spray nozzles reduce blockages and
improve scrubbing action. Large
capacity pumps provide continuous
water flow and ABS pipe-work
eliminates corrosion.

All our ovens, whether batch type
or conveyorised, have walls
constructed from an inner and
outer skin of steel with a double
layer of insulation, which is
interleaved with aluminium foil.
Air is circulated by a high
temperature centrifugal fan and a
forced bleed-off system. Ovens
feature a comprehensive control
panel with PID temperature control,
and tunnel ovens are offered as
single, multi-pass or side shuffle.

For effective pre-treatment of
components, we offer on-line spray
type single-stage or multi-stage
systems. Designed and
manufactured to suit most
requirements, and based around
industry standard treatment
processes, they feature automated
spray on/off linked to either
overhead or floor-mounted
conveyors.

Available as box or tunnel ovens,
our infrared cure systems provide
wood curing at low temperature.
Whether you are involved with
large or small items, infrared will
dry water-based paints, varnishes
and other coatings within minutes.
Units can also be supplied for
pre-heating of wood-based
components prior to spray coating.

At Gallito we design, manufacture
and install fully enclosed paint mix
rooms, complete with extraction,
lighting and bunded floors.
Enclosures can be single skin or
insulated with access via hinged,
sliding or shutter doors, and can be
specified with heating and/or
cooling systems.

Our focus is on high quality design and
production, using CNC manufacturing
techniques for speed, accuracy and flexibility,
with a concentration on customer driven
specification. Services embrace system
design and manufacture, installation and
commissioning, operator training, spares
and on-going maintenance programmes.

